Myth:
All You Need are Core Words for Communication
Introduction
Let’s begin by defining core words and topical messages. Core words are the words we use most frequently in sentences,
regardless of the situation. They include words such as want, not, more, I, you, do, and the. We combine core words with fringe
words (words that we use less frequently or only in specific situations) to build messages word by word. Some situations call
for the precision of word-by-word message creation, and core words work well in these instances. Here are some examples
(also see the images at the end of the document):

●
●
●

“I want to go to the store.”
“The casserole is burning.”
“My shirt has a big hole in it.”

Topical messages are typically full sentences that relate to particular topic or situation. In Snap + Core First, messages for
specific topics are found in Topic Messages and pre-stored messages for any situation are found in QuickFires. These topical
messages work well when efficiency and speed are the priority.

●
●
●

“It is burning!”
“When is your birthday?”
“I want to go to the store. Joe’s.”

Some believe it is better to put sentences together with core and fringe words. They may think that:
●
●
●
●
●

Verbal communicators put all sentences together word by word.
There is a hierarchy of different types of vocabulary.
Using topical messages will negatively impact the ability to produce novel messages.
Precision in language is more important than efficiency every time.
It is difficult to move between formulaic and novel messages.

Let’s look at evidence related to each of these beliefs to determine if they are true, partially true, or false.

Productions of Verbal Communicators:
Think for a moment about:
●
●
●
●

How you give directions to your home.
Stories you have told repeatedly.
Your order at the coffee shop or restaurant.
How you greet other people.
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You probably say the same thing every time. These messages are memorized chunks triggered by certain situations. We do not
put them together word by word. This type of language is called formulaic. We also put sentences together word by word
sometimes; these are called novel sentences. Sidtis (2004, 2012) reviewed evidence from the fields below and found that it
supports the use of formulaic AND novel language by verbal communicators.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Child language development
Clinical language disorders
Linguistic descriptions
Neurological studies
Psycholinguistic expressions
Sociolinguistic studies

A study by Lieven et al. (2003) clearly demonstrates use of both formulaic and novel messages in a two-year-old. The study
shows that only 37% of what the child said would be considered novel. The remainder of her utterances were formulaic in part
(e.g., I want…, He go…) or whole (e.g., Thank you., Mommy do it.). While the percentage of novel messages may increase as
we gain language skills, the use of formulaic language continues even in adults with the most complex and creative language
skills (Sidtis, 2012).
The idea that verbal communicators put all sentences together word by word is false. So, why would we ask those using
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) to do so?

Hierarchy in Types of Vocabulary
We might ask augmented communicators to use only word-by-word productions because we believe that there is a hierarchy in
types of messages and we want augmented communicators to demonstrate the highest-level language possible. Some might
suggest that topical messages are a less sophisticated means of communication that using core and fringe. However, what we
have learned about verbal communicators already shows us that this idea is false; we know that verbal adults and young
children produce both formulaic and novel messages.
For augmented communicators, the task of producing language word by word is more challenging than it is for someone who is
verbal. The augmented communicator must:
1.
2.
3.

Mentally decide what he/she wants to say in his/her mind.
Recall where the vocabulary is located in his/her device.
Physically select the vocabulary to speak it.

This process may be more effortful and time-consuming as an individual is learning his/her device or if a physical disability is
present.
Requiring word-by-word productions all the time may:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Decrease opportunities for interaction because of the time required or skill level of the user.
Decrease success of communication when others do not correctly interpret incomplete or grammatically-flawed
messages.
Increase frustration around interaction.
Decrease experience with the natural flow of communication because partners must fill in missing information.
Give the user the impression that there is one specific correct message they should be building (because of prompting
provided by partners) rather than producing creative messages.
Negatively impact the perception of the augmentative communicator’s competence (Todman et al, 2008).

Topical Message Use Will Negatively Impact Production of Novel Messages
When used alongside novel language, topical messages (formulaic language) can have a positive effect. Topical messages are
meant to be customized. This personalization benefits individuals in every environment.
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Formulaic language affords the opportunity to:
●
●
●

Address word-by-word production skills while still providing the individual with an effective means of communication.
Participate in natural interactions using message that start (e. g., Hi!, How are you?), maintain (e. g. Really?, Tell me
more.), and end (e.g., Gotta go.) conversations.
More deeply participate in topical conversations (e.g., cooking – What do we do next?, I need the…, It smells great.,
etc.).

For individuals who are learning word-by-word production skills, the use of formulaic language:
●
●

Allows them to learn valuable social skills without having to also focus on what word to choose and how to put a
sentence together at the same time.
Decreases the risk of misinterpretation or communication breakdown.

Furthermore, formulaic messages are grammatical, and model language that an augmented communicator might not yet be able
to produce independently. Modeling has been repeatedly proven to positively impact language development.
We can conclude then that formulaic language should be used alongside novel productions while the skills are being
developed and beyond.

Precision is More Important than Efficiency Every Time
One last question remains. Do we (or should we) always place greater value on choosing the exact words we want to say in the
correct order over communicating our message in a timely manner?
As verbal communicators, we could put together a unique sentence together every time we speak but we don’t. Talking is not
like writing a paper; we do not try to make the vocabulary and form of each sentence unique when we talk. When we speak,
humans attempt to minimize the effort they spend on communicating their message while still making sure their partner
understands it (Clark, 1996). This is called the theory of least collaborative effort and explains why we often use partial
sentences and pronouns in conversation as well as using formulaic messages. All of these require less effort than producing
precise messages but can be equally effective based on the situation
You:

Where are you going to eat lunch?

Word by word

Friend:

C & L’s.

Partial sentence

You:

That sounds good.

Pronoun (That → C & L’s.) and formulaic
(Sounds good.)

The words “based on the situation” are key for all verbal and augmented communicators.
These words are the key for verbal and augmented communicators. There are moments for precisely choosing our words and
moments for communicating efficiently. This was supported in research done by McCoy et al. (2007) with augmented
communicators interacting in a retail setting. They found that sales clerks who were unfamiliar with AAC preferred quick
messages with repetitive information over slower messages, even if the slower messages were preceded by a formulaic floor
holder (e.g., Please wait.). A retail setting certainly calls for efficiency; other settings benefit from precision.

Moving between Formulaic and Novel Messages
While both formulaic and novel messages may be exclusively useful in different settings, they may also be used in the same
setting and conversation.
Hi.

Formulaic

Friend:

What’s new?

Formulaic

You:

I went bowling.

Novel

Friend:

Really?

Formulaic

I didn’t know you bowled.

Novel

I don’t.

Formulaic

You:
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You:

As verbal communicators, we switch between these types of messages seamlessly and without notice to others. Researchers
including Todman et al. (2008) stress that augmented communicators must have efficient access to both formulaic and novel
messages. With this in mind, Snap + Core First offers immediate access to Core (pictured below, includes fringe), Topics, and
QuickFires through the toolbar. You are never more than one selection away from any of them (see full descriptions below).

Conclusion
We began by asking why some individuals believe that building sentences with core and fringe words is better than using
topical messages. We introduced four common reasons for this belief:
●
●
●
●

Verbal communicators put all sentences together word by word.
There is a hierarchy of different types of vocabulary.
Use of topical messages will negatively impact production of novel messages.
Precision in language is more important than efficiency every time.

A review of evidence has revealed that none of these beliefs are true. Rather, we have seen that the partnering of formulaic and
novel messages is vital to verbal communicators. This pairing should be readily available and taught to augmented
communicators, maximizing their potential to interact both precisely and efficiently with the world.
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Novel and Formulaic Messages in Snap + Core First
Novel – Core and Word Lists
Core is in italics below. Fringe words from Word Lists (pink
at left) are in regular type.
●
●
●
●
●
●

I want to go to the store.
Bob left it on the table.
Why do you want to put it there?
Jean got top marks on her math test.
The cat scratched the chair.
Did you ever hear a story like that?

Formulaic – Topic Messages and QuickFires
Snap + Core First comes with a variety of topics including:
●
●
●
●
●
●

About Me
Calendar Talk
Calling
Doctor
Meals
Playdough

Each topic has messages related to four purposes of
communication to encourage participation in natural
conversation.
●
●
●
●

Questions
Requests and general comments
Positive comments
Negative comments

QuickFires are full messages used in every situation to start,
maintain, and close conversations as well as:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Greetings & Social
Personal Needs
Feelings
Questions
Repairs
My Phrases – personal phrases
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